Extended sand/construction area

Allotment area
Could be defined by a low hedge (edible/fruit?)

Potting bench
Recycling/composting (access from kitchen area)

Herb bed

Existing reception Trim Trail
Blocks at different heights can be climbed on & also create barrier to prevent bark moving across

Rainbow-themed playground/garden
Add variety to equipment. Create different rooms/interiors that link to each other - horizontal linking to multi-coloured facade. Flags, chimes, colourful musical items.

Stage/performance area (with mural backdrop?)
Coloured "steps" climbing up & down bank

Wildlife Area
Enhance native tree planting. Long grass/wildflower areas. Flag hotel?/wall to retain existing log circle/Pond?

Proposed new Food service/preparation area

Natural play & picnic area
Add planting to increase variety/interest in the space (for playing around/beside). Resurface - bark? so more hard wearing

Establish Orchard Area
Cherry/fruit tree planting
NB although this is good for picnics - wasps!!

Shady area for picnic/lunchtimes
Extends from trim trail (linked by tunnel & sculpture trail)

Could also be used as a "grid"

Proposed live tunnel/play structure

Pond area/wet planting"/"Digging/citrus nuts"

Proposed traverse climbing wall with safety surface below

Boulders, climbing area & slide
Remove existing slabs & incorporate boulders & rocky-style planting into slope for climbing/scrambling around/over

Natural style benches
Treated timber/half-log style

Proposed new Food service/preparation area

Sculpture Trail
Longer meadowy grass & bulbs with path through. Create positions for changing children's sculptures

Add trees along boundary
Creates screening & interest with leaf colour, texture & blossom - demonstrate the seasons

Sculpture Trail
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Proposed traverse climbing wall
With safety surface below

Incorporate grid on existing tarmac play area

More of a retaining edge to stop bark spilling onto tarmac

Planting around existing trim trail creates a corridor into the gaps & a sequence of adventure when playing in the area. Helps contain bark from surrounding grass.